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Abstract: The main goal of this pa per to giv e a short survey on various Fuzzy Rule 
Interpolation (FRI) methods together with a simple demonstration of their 
application beneíits. There are relatively few FRI techniques used in 
practical fuzzy rule based applications. On one hand the FRI methods are 
not widely known, and many of them have limitations from practical 
application point of view, e.g. can be applied only in one dimensional case, 
or defined based on the two dosest surrounding rules of the actual 
observation. On the other hand enabling the application of sparse rule bas es 
the FRI methods can dramatically simplify methods of fuzzy rule base 
creation, since FRI methods can provide reasonable ( ínterpolated) 
conclusions even if none of the existing rules üres under the current 
observation. These methods can save the expert from dealing with 
derivable rules and help to concentrate on cardinal actíons only and bence 
sirnplify the rule base creation itself. Thus, compared to the classical fuzzy 
CRI, the number of the fuzzy rules needed to be handled during the design 
process, could be dramatically reduced. In this paper, among the brief 
structure of several FR! a simple and quick FRl method "F!VE" 
will be introduccd in more detail, and for demonstrating the benef'its of the 
interpolation-based reasoning as systematic approach, the 
construction of a fuzzy rule base through a simple example will be also 
discussed. 

Keywords: Fuzzy Rule lnterpolation (FRJ), interpo/ation-based fuzzy reasoning, FR! 
applications 

1. Inroduction 

Sinc e the classica l fuzzy reasoning methods ( c.g. cornpositional rule of inference ( CRI)) 
are deruanding complete rule bases, the classical rule base construction claims a special 
care of filling all the possihle rules. ln case ifthere are some rules missing (the rule base 
is "sparse"), observations may exist which hit no rule in the rule base and therefore no 
conclusion is obtained. Having no coneiusion in a fuzzy control structure is hard to 
explain. E.g. one solution could be to keep the last real coneiusion instead of the 
missing one, but applying historical data automaticany to fill missing rules could cause 
unpredictable side effects. Another solution for the same problem is the application of 
the fuzzy rule interpolation (FRI) methods, where the derivable rules are deliberately 
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missing, since FRI methods can provide reasonable (interpolated) conclusions even if 
none of the existing rules frres under the current observation. The rule base of an FRI 
controller is not necessarily complete; bence it could contain the most significant fuzzy 
rules only without risking the chance of having no coneiusion for some of the 
observations. On the other hand most of the FRI methods share the hurden of high 
computational demand, e.g. the task of searching for the two dosest surrounding rules 
to the observation, and calculating the coneiusion at least in some characteristic a-cuts. 
Moreover in some methods the interpretability of the fuzzy coneiusion gained is also 
not straightforward [14]. There have been a lot of efforts to rectify the interpretability of 
the interpolated fuzzy coneiusion [24]. In [l] Baranyi et al. give a comprehensive 
overview of the recent existing FRI methods. In [4] Johanyák and Kovács surveyed and 
evaluated a wide range of FRI methods from an application oriented point of view. 
Beyond these problems, some of the FRI methods are originally defmed for one 
dimensional input space, and need special extension for the multidimensional case ( e.g. 
[2]-[3]). In [29] Wong et al. gave a comparative overview of the recent 
multidimensional input space capable FRl methods. In [2] Jenei suggested the 
comprehensive axiomatic investigation of the FRI methods. The high computational 
demand, mainly the search for the two dosest surrounding rules to an arbitrary 
observation in the multidimensional antecedent space rnakes many of these methods 
hardly suitable for real-time applications. Some FRI methods, e.g. LESFRI [5] or the 
method introduced by Jenei et al. in [3], eliminate the search for the two dosest 
surrounding rules by taking all the rules into consideration, and therefore speed up the 
reasoning process. On the other hand, keeping the goal of constructing fuzzy 
conclusion, and not simply speeding up the reasoning process, they still require some 
additional (or repeated) computational steps for the elements of the level set (or at l eas t 
some relevant a levels). A rather different application oriented aspect of the FRI 
emerges in the concept of "FIVE" (Fuzzy Interpolation based on Vague Enviromnent). 
In the followings, among the brief structure of several FRI methods, the "FIVE" will be 
introduced in more details. 

2. A b ri ef overview of several FRI techniques 

One of the first FRI techniques was published by Kóczy and Hirota [12]. It is usually 
referred as the KH method. It is applicable to convex and norrnal fuzzy (CNF) sets. It 
deterrnines the coneiusion by i ts a-cuts in such a way that the ratio of distances between 
the coneiusion and the consequents should be ideutical with the ones between the 
observation and the antecedents for all important a-cuts. The applied formula 

can be solved for s· for televant a-cuts after decomposition. 

It is shown in, e.g. in [14], [15] that the coneiusion of the KH method is not always 
directly interpretable as fuzzy set. This drawback motivated many alternative solutions. 
A modification was proposed by Vass, Kalmár and Kóczy [27] (VKK method), where 
the coneiusion is coroputed based on the distance of the centre points and the widths of 
the a-cuts, instead of lower and upper distances. VKK method decreases the 
applicability limit of KH method, but does not eliminate it completely. The technique 
cannot be applied if any of the antecedent sets is singleton (the width of the antecedent' s 
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support must be nonzero). In spite of the disadvantages, KH is popular because its 
simplicity that infers its advantageous complexity properties. It was generalized in 
several ways. Among them the stabilized KH interpalator is emerged, as it is proved to 
hold the universal approximation property [26], [23]. This method takesinto account all 
naking rules of an observation in the calculation of the conclusion in extent to the 
inverse of the distance of antecedents and observation. The universal approximation 
property holds if the distance function is raísed to the power ofthe input's dimension. 

Another modification of KH is the modified alpha-cut based interpolation (MA Cl) 
method (24], which alleviates completely the abnonnality problem. MAC!'s main ídea 
is the following: it transforros fuzzy sets of the input and output universes to such a 
space where abnormality is excluded, then computes the coneJusion there, which is 
finally transforrned back to the original space. MACI uses vector representation of 
fuzzy sets and originany applicable to CNF sets [30]. These latter conditions (CNF sets) 
can be relaxed, but it increases the computational need of the method considerably [25]. 
MACI is one of the most applied FRI methods [29 J, since it preserves advantageous 
computational and approximate nature of KH, whíle it excludes its abnormality. 

Another interpolation tedmique was proposed by Kóczy et al. [13]. It is called 
conservation of "relative fuzzincss" (CRf) method, which notion means that the left 
(right) fuzziness of the approximated conchision in proportion to the tlanking fuzziness 
of the neighboring consequent should be the same as the (left) right fuzziness of the 
observ<Jtion in proportion to the tlanking fuzziness of the neighboring antecedent. The 
technique is applicable to CNF sets. 

An írnproved fuzzy technique fur multidimensional input spaces (IMUL) 
was proposed in [28], and described in details in [29]. IMUL applies a combination of 
CRF and MA CI methods, and rnixes advantages of both. The cor e of the coneiusion is 
determined by MACI method, while its flanks by CRF. The main advantages of this 
method are its applicabiiity for multi-dimensional problems and its relative simplicity. 

Conceptually different approaches were proposed by Baranyi et al [1] based on the 
relation and on the semantic and inter-relational features of the fuzzy sets. The fanilly of 
these methods applies "General Methodology" (GM); this notation also reflects to the 
feature that these methods are able to process arbitrary shaped fuzzy sets. The basic 
concept is to calculate the reference point of the coneiusion based on the ratio of the 
distances between the reference points of the observation and the antecedents. Then, a 
single rule reasoning method (revision function) is applied to determine the final fuzzy 
coneiusion based on the similarity of the fuzzy observation and an "interpolated" 
observation. The methods proposed by Johanyák and Kovács (LESFRI [5], FRIPOC [6] 
and VEIN [7]) also follow the two-step concept of GM. LESFRI applies the method of 
l eas t squares for the determination of the shape of the conclusion. FRIPOC introduces 
the concept of polar cut applying a polar coordinate system in course of the calculations. 
VEIN solves the task ofrule interpolation in the vague environment similar to FJVE. 

3. A simple and quick FRI method: "FIVE" 

A ra ther ditierent application oriented aspect of the fuzzy rule interpolaiion ernerg es in 
the concept of F!VE. The fuzzy reasoning method "FIVE" (Fuzzy Interpolation based 
on Vague Environment, originali y introduccd in [ 16], [ 17] and [ 18]) was developed to 
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fit the speed requirements of direct fuzzy control, where the conclusions of the fuzzy 
controller are applied directly as control actions in a real-time system. 

Fi g. J: Interpo/ation of two fuzzy rules (Ri: Ai~BJ, by the Shepard operator based 

FJVE, and for compariso n the min-max CR! wi th COG defuzzification. 

The main idea of the FIVE is based on the fact that most of the control applications 
ser,re crisp observations and require crisp conclusions from the controller. Adopting the 
idea of the vague environment (VE) [18], FIVE can handle the antecedent and 
consequent fuzzy partitiens of the fuzzy rule base by scaling functions [18] and 
therefore tum the fuzzy intel-polation to crisp interpolation. 

The idea of a VE is based on the sirnilarity (in other words: indistinguishabilíty) ofthe 
considered elements. In VE the fuzzy membership function pA(x) indicates the level of 

sirnilarity of x to a specific element a that is a representative or prototypical e lement of 
the fuzzy set fiA(x), or, equivalently, as the degree to which x is indistinguishable from 

a [18]. Therefore the a-cuts of the fuzzy set fiA(x) are the sets which contain the 
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elements that are (1-a)-indistinguishable from a. Two values in a VE are e
distinguishable if their distance is greater than e. The distances in a VE are weighted 
distances. The weighting factor or function is called scaling function (factor) [ 18]. If VE 
of a fuzzy partition (the scaling function or at l eas t the approximate scaling function 
[16], [18]) exists, the member setsof the fuzzy partition can be characterízed by points 
in that VE (see e.g. scaling function s on fig. 1). Therefore any crisp interpolation, 
extrapolation, or regression method can be adapted very simply for FRI [16], [18). 
Because of its simple multidimensional applicability, in FIVE the Shepard operator 
based interpolation (first introduccd in [22]) is adapted (see e.g. fig. 1). 

In this case if the fuzzy rules Rk has the follawing form: 

If X1 =Ak. I And X2 = A1c.2 And ... And Xm = Ak,m Then y= Bk 

The FIVE interpolation can be expressed by the follawing formula: 

l os(bo,bk) ifx=akforsomek, 

os(bo,y{x))= (~os(bo,bk)/os~k )/(~l/os~k) otherwise. 

where y( x) is the requested one dimensional conclusion, r is the number of the fuzzy 

rules in the rule base R, A,> O is a parameter of the Shepard operator, b0 is the first 

element ofthe one dimensional consequence universe (Y: b0:::;y, VyEY), and J,..k' J, can 

be calculated by the follawing formula: 

b, 

J,.(b0 ,bk)= jsv(y)dy ' 
bo 

where Sx is the ith scaling function of the m dimensional antecedent universe, x is the 
l 

m dimensional crisp observation, ak are the cores of the m dimensional fuzzy rule 

antecedents Ak and Sy is the ith scaling function of the one dimensional consequent 

universe, bk are the cores of the one dimensional fuzzy rule consequents Bk. 

An implementation of FIVE as a component of the FRI Matlab Toolbox [8] can be 
downloaded from [31]. 

4. FRI rule base design example 

The application example introduccd in this paper for demoostrating the benefits of the 
interpolation-based fuzzy reasoning as systematic approach, is the fuzzy rule base 
construction of an autamated guided vehicle (AGV) steering control [19], [20). FRI 
methods have been also successfully applied in several other areas like fuzzy modeling 
of an anaerobic tapered fluidízed bed reactor ( Johanyák et al. [9]) or toollife modeling 
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(Johanyák and Szabó [10]). In the current AGV example of this paper, the steering 
control has two goals, the path tracking (to follow a guide path) and the collision 
avoidance. The guide path is usually apainted marking or an active guide-wire on the 
floor. The guiding system senses the position ofthe guide path by special sensors (guide 
zone) tuned for the guide path. The goal of the steering control is to follow the guide 
path by the guide zone with minimal path tracking error on the whole path (fig. 2). 

Guide Path 
"'-,. 

..--.. P, ---c- -c-..__... ......._.. 

-c- K -c-
............ .....--.. 

Dri vin g Centre 
-c- -c-......._.. ............ ~ 

Fig. 2. Differential steered A G V with guide zone, o is the path tracking error, ev is the 
distance of the guide path and the guide point, Pv is the guide point, Kis the driving 

centre, RL, RR, RM are the distances measured by the left, right and middle ultrasonic 
sensors (UL, UR, UM). 

4.1. Path tracking, complete :rule base 

The design of the steering control rule base can be divided into two main steps. First the 
path tracking mle base needed to be elaborated and then it can be extended by the rules 
of collision avoidance. The simplest way of defining the fuzzy rules is based on 
studying the operator's control actions in relevant situations. These control actions 
could forrn the later rule base. The basic idea of the path tracking strategy is very 
simple: keep the driving centre K of the AGV as close as it is possihle to the guide path, 
and than simply tum the AGV into the new direction. This strategy needs two 
observations: the measured distance between the guide path and the guide point (ev), 
and the estimated distance between the guide path and the driving centre (o) (see fíg. 2 
for the notation). Based on these observations, as a conclusion, the level of steering 
(V d= VL- VR) needed to be calculated. Colleeting the operator's control actions, the 
path tracking strategy can be characterízed by five relevant situations, colleeted on fig. 3. 
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ö: zero 
Vd: zero 
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ev: zero 
ö: middle 
Vd: small-> 

ev: middle 
ö: middle 
Vd: zero 

[( 

ev: middle 
ö: zero 
V d: large~ 
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ev: large 
ö: middle 
V d: large-> 

Fig.3. ReZevant control actions (V d: steering) characterizing the path tracking strategy 
(see Fig. 2. for the notation). 

Having therelevant control actions and the linguistic term fuzzy sets (fuzzy partitions) 
of the two antecerlent and one consequent uni verses, the fuzzy rule base can be simply 
constructed. The ith rule of the rule base has the form: 

Rvd(iJ :If ev=A t,i And ö=Az,i Then Vd=Bi. 

Let us have the linguistic term fuzzy partitions built up five fuzzy sets, namely: negative 
large (NL), negative middle (NM), zero (Z), positive middle (PM), positive large (PL) 
for the two antecedents universes (ev, ö), and negative large (NL), negative small (NS), 
zero (Z), positive small (PS), positive large (PL) for the consequent universe (Vd). 
Building a complete fuzzy rule base first, aceording to the antecerlent terms, we have to 
set up an antecerlent grid of all possihle fuzzy rules, and then fill it with the 
corresponding rule consequents (see Table 1.). First we can fill the rule consequents 
already known as relevant situations from the knowledge acquisition phase (noted by 
underline on Table l.), than to make the rule base complete, the "filling" rules too. 

In most cases, the "filling" rules have the only task to get "smooth transient" between 
therelevant rules. Selecting a fuzzy reasoning method, e.g. the max-min Compositional 
Rule of Inference (CRI), and center of gravity (COG) defuzzification, the control 
surface of the steering can be directly calculated (see fig. 4). 

Tab/e J: Path tracking, complete ru/e bas e 

Rvd: ev= 
NL: NM: Z: PM: PL: 

ö= NL: PL PS z NS NL 
NM: PL PS PS z NL 
Z: PL PL z NL NL 
PM: PL z NS NS NL 
PL: PL PS z NS NL 
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Fi g. 4. Control surface of the path tracking steering strategy, max-min centre of 
gravity defuzzification, 25 rules, complete rule base (Tab/e l.) 

4.2. Path tracking, sparse :rule base 

The design of the path tracking steering control rule base for FRI is very similar to the 
complete rule base situation. The main difference is the lack of the "filling" rules. The 
rule base contams the rules of the relevant situations, known from the knowledge 
acquisition phase, only (see Table 2). 

Introducing single antecerlent rules, rules which have the same coneiusion 
independently from some of the antecedents can be merged to single rules i.e. aceording 
to our example the rule base ofTable 2 can be simplífied to Table 3. 

Selecting a fuzzy reasoning method suitable for sparse rule bases, i.e. in our case the 
"FIVE" FRI, introduced in Section 3, after constructing the scaling functions of the 
antecedent and consequent universes based on their fuzzy partitions (see fig. 6, fig. 7, 
fig. 8), the control surface of the steering can be directly calculated (see fig. 5). 
Comparing the control surfaces on fig.4 and fig.5 (the classical max-min CRI and COG 
vs. "FIVE"), one may see the function generated by the FRI is smoother. This feature is 
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inherited from the applied Shepard operator and has littie effect on the perfom:mnce of 
the application itself. 

0.5 

o 

·.0.5 

··1 
-1 

J ......... 
.. "" .~ : 

' ' 

Fig.5. Control surface ofthe path tracking steering strategy, "FIVE" FR!, 
8 rules, sparse rule base, aceording to Table 3. 

Table 3. Path tracking, sparse rule base 

' _.-, 
' 
' ' 
' 

-' ... ~· ! 
' 

-1 
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R v ct: JI e,_j 8 v ct 

Rule 1: NL PL 
Rule 2: PL NL 
Rule 3: NM z J!::_ 
Rule 4: PM z 1 NL 
Rule 5: NM PM z 
Rule 6: PM NM z 

--· 
Rule 7: z PM NS -
Rule 8: l z NM PS l 

Fi g. 6. The ev antecerlent fuzzy partition and its seating function sev. 

~~ A '~- l ~~~1t //~ 
l l \ l y 

ol ____ _j_ ~--~J .. l L.~ ___ _j___......J 

·1 -08 -DG -04 -02 O 02 04 0.6 OB 1 

Fig. 7. The 6 antecedentfuzzy partition and its scalingfunction só. 
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1 5 

Fig. 8. The V d consequentfuzzy partition and its scalingfunction sVd. 

4.3. Path tracldng, and comsion avoidance, sparse ruh: base 

For extending the path tracking rule base by the rules of collision avoidance, first the 
new observations required for detecting collision situations are needed to be defmed. 

In our example collision avoidance strategy, two different collision situations, the 
fi·ontal and the side collision are distinguished. For the obstacle sensor configuration, 
having the precondition of motiouless obstacles, it is sufficient to have three ultrasonic 
distance sensors at the front of the AGV, one in the middle (UM) and one--one on both 
sides {UL, UR) (see fig. 2)) to approximate both the collision conditions [20]. Since in 
case of motionless obstacles, the obstacle distance measurements of the near past can be 
used for scanning the boundaries ofthe obstacles. Colleeting the previous measurements 
of the left and right obstacle sensors and the corresponding positions of the AGV 
(measured by the motion sensors on the wheels), the boundaries of the obstacles can be 
approximated [20]. 

Bence for avoiding frontal collision situations the distances measured by the left middle 
and right ultrasome sensors (RL, RM, RR) can be applied as additional observations for 
the steering control, and for the side collision situations based on the approximated 
boundaries of the obstacles, the approximated maximal left and right tuming angle 
without side collision ( aML, aMR) can be applied as additional observations. Tagether 
with the two origirral observations of the steering control it takes seven observations, 
therefore the ith rule of the rule base will have the following form: 

R v d( i) : If ev=A l.i And S=A2,i And RL =A3,i And RR=A4.i And RM=As,i And aML =A6,i 

And aMR=A7,i 

Then Vct=B;. 

In this example the main goal of the Path tracking and, collision avoidance strategy is 
the path tracking (to follow a guide path) and as a sub goa!, a kind of restricted (limited) 
collision avoidance. Here the restricted collision avoidance means: "avoiding obstacles 
wi th out risking the chance of loosing the guide path", 

The extension of the path tracking rule base (Table 3.) with collision avoidance can be 
done in the similar way, as the origirral rule base was designed. Having FRI, it is enough 
to concentrate on the relevant situations only. First we have to defme the linguistic term 
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fuzzy partitions of the new observations (namely for: RL, R,.,~> RR, a~11 ., a :-viR), and then 
by colleeting the control actions of ihe re levant situations, setting up the new mles. For 
the new antecedents universes ít is enough to have two fuzzy sets in the linguistic term 
fuzzy partitions, namely large (L), and small (S), as we are mainly interested in the 
existence of the collision sitnation ( small value (S): collision situation, large value (L): 
no collision situation). The rest of the antecedent universes and the consequent universe 
may remain unchanged. 

At the first step of introducing collision avoidance in the path tracking rule base, we 
have simply extend the original rule base (Table 3.) by simply perrrritting the control 
actions ifthere is no collision situation (L) concerned (see Table 4.). The rules we get 
such a way (Table 4.), has the same effect as the original path tracking rules (Table 3.), 
if then: is no obstacle, but they are loosing their influence if a corresponding collision 
sitnation appears. 

Tab le 4. Path tracking and collision avoidan ce, first st ep 

R va ev 8 RL RR RM ()(MI. CtMR v d 

Rule 1: NL L__ PL -· 
Rule 2: PL L NL 
Rule 3: NM l z L PL ____,.._ 
Rule 4: PM z L NL ----
Rule 5:11 NM PM L L L z 
Rule 6: PM NM 1 L L L z 

··-=-r-+------::-:-:---~ L NS Rule 7: _z_ PM L L 
Rule 8: , Z 1 NM J L L L PS 

The next step is handling the collision situations. Keeping the structure of the origirral 
relevant tracking rules, we have to add rules which gaining ínfluence, when an 
obstacle is approaching (S). In our simple example, we need four additional mles. 
Two rules (9, 10 ofTable 5.) are required for modifying the consequence of the original 
path tracking mles (7, 8 ofTable 5.) in collision situation, and two other mles (ll, 12 of 
Table 5.) for handling the frontal collision situation. 
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Table5. Path tracking and collision avoidance, sparse rule base 

R v d: ev 8 RL RR RM UM r. 
U~R: t v d 

Rule l: NL PL 
Rule 2: PL L NL 
Rule 3: NM z L PL 
Rule 4: PM z L NL 
Rule 5: NM PM L L L z 
Rule 6: PM NM L L L z 
Rule 7: z PM L L L NS 
Rule 8: z NM L L L PS 
Rule 9: z PM s s PL 

Rule 10: z NM s s NL 
Rule ll: z z L s s NL -
Rule 12: z z s L s PL 

Tab/e 6. Path tracking and restricted collision avoidance 

Rvd: ev 8 RL RR RM aML a.MR v d 

Rule 1: NL PL 
Rule 2: PL NL 
Rule 3: NM z L PL 
Rule 4: PM z L NL 
Rule 5: NM PM L L L z 
Rule 6: PM NM L L L z 
Rule 7: z PM L L L NS 
Rule 8: z NM L L L PS 
Rule 9: z PM s s PL 

Rule 10: z NM s s NL 
Rule ll: z z L s s NL 
Rule 12: z z s L s PL 

The rule base (Table 5.) we got, is slightly differs from our original goal. Its maintaskis 
the collision avoidance and the path tracking remains the sub goal only. To keep the 
original goal the Path tracking and, restricted collision avoidance, "avoiding obstacles 
without risking the chance of loosing the guide path", the rule base of TableV needs a 
slight modification. The main rules of path tracking (l, 2 ofTable 5.) needed to be kept 
even if an obstacle is approaching, by removing the antecedents related to obstacles (S). 
Therefore for the final sparse rule base of the Path tracking and, restricted collision 
avoidance strategy we get Table 6. 

The next step is constructing the scaling functions of the new antecedent universes 
based on their fuzzy partitions. The last step of the steering control design is the fine 
tuning of the whole system by parameter optimizing the antecedent and consequent 
scaling functions by a gradient free optimization method. In our case a simple hiU 
climbing method was applied to optimize the docking distance of the AGV ín case of a 
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given obstacle configuration. Fig. 9 introduces two simulated run of the optimized 
steering control, one for the obstacle free, and one for the obstacle disturbed situation. 

41 
! 

-1 

Fig.9. Track of obstacle free and obstacle disturbed run of the optimized FIVE FRI AGV 
steering control. 
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5. Coneiusion 

The main goal of this paper was to give a short survey on various FRI methods together 
with a simple demonstration of their benefits in fuzzy rule base construction. In more 
detail, FRI method "FIVE" was introduccd in the paper, as a simple and quick FRI 
method. Applying FRl methods, and hence sparse rule bases can dramatically simplify 
fuzzy rule base creation. FRI methods can save the expert from dealing wíth derivable 
rules and therefore help to reduce the number of the fuzzy rules needed to be handled 
considerably. In the example "Path tracking and, restricted collision avoidance 
strategy" introduccd in this paper, the steering control sparse fuzzy rule base was build 
upon 12 rules only. In case of classical FLC e.g. max-min CRJ, and complete rule base, 
having the same antecedent fuzzy partitions, the steering control should contain 
52 +25 =57 rules. 

More details of the automated guided vehicle (AGV) navigation control example 
together wi th some docking distance performanec comparison of the classical CRJ and 
FRI solutions in the obstacle free case can be found in [ 19] and its extension with 
obstacle avoidance capability (FRJ solution only) in [20]. 

The main benefit of the applied FRI method ("FIVE") compared to the other FRI 
methods in case of embedded control applications is the relatively low computational 
demand. Adopting the idea of the vague environment (VE) [18], "FIVE" can handie the 
antecedent and consequent partitions of the fuzzy rule base by scaling functions 
[18] and therefore turn the fuzzy interpolation to crisp interpolation. Rencethere is no 
need for fuzzification of the observation and defuzzification of the conclusíon. 
Moreover the required scaled distances can be pre-calculated and stored in advance. 
More details of the FRI method "FIVE" can be found ín [16], [17], [18] and its 
extension with the ability ofhandling fuzzy observation in [21]. 

The code of the example application of this paper to gether with other FRI applications, 
and a freely available FRI Toolbox (a collection of Matlab functions implementing FRI 
techniques, under GNU General Public License) can be downloaded from [31 J and [32]. 
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